
Dear parents,  

  

We weren't in school on Monday but it's been a very busy short week with lots to update 

on!  

  

Firstly, it was great to have parents evening finally in school once again and to be able to 

meet face-to-face in the classroom. Some parents had never seen the room before and it 

was good to not have to worry about technology working correctly!  

  

This week has also seen some special events for the children: on Wednesday we were 

treated to a live online mathematical juggling-themed lesson with a Cambridge 

university lecturer who has combined his passion for Mathematics with his hobby of 

juggling! He used mathematical patterns and sequences in order to devise new juggling 

tricks - we was a particularly impressive juggler!  

  

Thursday saw World Book Day, with pupils dressing in pjs and bringing in a favourite 

story. Year 5 pupils shared books with the reception class and as a class we played games 

and completed challenges connected to the books in the afternoon. These mini games 

were quite varied but great for exploring the different books pupils brought in. For 

example, we had one minute to find the most difficult word in the book - this unveiled 

numerous superb vocabulary choices from 'laboured' to 'neuro-plasticity' and many 

more!  

  

Today we had a visit from 'D:Side Dave' who visits us twice a year (last time his focus was 

internet safety) and this time he was focusing on drug awareness and making pupils 

aware of the dangers of illegal drugs but also products such as energy drinks. Dave uses 

a great range of props but one of these were 'drunk glasses' which are designed to 

simulate the disorientating effect of inebriation - with the glasses on, a seemingly simply 

task of walking around a chair and sitting down or giving Dave a high five became very 

challenging indeed and helped to illustrate how alcohol impairs judgement and control.  

  

Aside from all of this we've also managed to fit in a lot of other learning. In English, our 

'Alien Adventure' unit has continued in our written work, with some great and varied 

descriptive setting writing and we've continued to work on Cosmic in our reading 

comprehension. Year 6 have also been practising a reading SATs paper. In Maths Year 5 

are consolidating skills with multiplication and division - several pupils have made it clear 

they are not yet secure on times tables so we have had sessions on TTRockstars which 

could be supplemented at home to help support learning. Year 6 have finished their unit 

on measures, including miles/km conversion work and a lesson on imperial measures 

followed by some introductory algebra. This week this has been about finding a rule with 

one step and two step rules.  

  

Pupils have also been learning about phases of the moon with Miss Weston, who made 

herself very popular by copying the advert with the jaffa cakes but rather than scoffing 



them all herself let the children get involved in that part too! This week in Art we have 

also been designing our own 'tags' in a graffiti style - we examined techniques and pupils 

drafted an entire alphabet in their chosen style before finally combining their chosen 

letters and enhancing them with various techniques for the final work. There were some 

incredible pieces! We've also had lessons in music, RE and PE.  

  

Homework update/reminder:  

Reading diaries are checked on Thursdays/Fridays and there should at least three 

signatures to evidence reading with an adult and discussion of the text. Pupils who read 

regularly with an adult in school should aim for five entries per week ideally.  

  

Homework sheet in Maths - pupils are provided with three difficulty levels but only need 

to complete one sheet. I know some parents prefer their child to complete all sections 

and this is fine but this isn't an expectation.  

  

Spellings are given out on Thursday/Fridays and there is a sheet to complete but also a 

test the following Friday. I've attached this week's for any pupils who haven't packed 

theirs.  

  

Each week pupils should complete one ten-minute arithmetic test and one ten-minute 

reading test in the study books. Pupils who are up to date should have completed Spring 

8 in arithmetic and Set C test 1 in reading by next Thursday. Answers are provided so you 

can check your child's progress but if there is something that you are unsure on how to 

support them with (just as with the Maths sheets) please tell your child to flag this up in 

class with an adult so we can support them.  

  

Year 6 have an additional ongoing task - the Maths study book. By the end of this month 

they should have completed five sections in total in the book. Most pupils are up to date 

with this and some have opted to work ahead which is also fine as long as 'cramming' is 

avoided as it isn't an effective way to learn.  

  

Notices:  

In the last week of term I sent a letter home informing parents that we would begin 

Relationship and Sex Education this half term. These lessons will commence next week 

(on Friday).  I have attached this letter to this update in case any parents missed it.  

  

Last week all pupils signed an internet safety agreement letter which also required a 

parents signature. If you haven't yet signed this and returned it to us please do so as 

soon as possible. Again, if this has been misplaced I have attached a spare copy to this 

update.  

  

Thank you and I hope you all manage to have a good weekend, in spite of current world 

events. On that note, I have been very careful not to bring up the events in Ukraine 

unprompted in class as I know some parents will be trying to shield their children from 



this as best as they can. However, I was aware of some pupils talking about it with friends 

so there may come a point in class/school when we will need to bring this up directly, if 

only to try to reassure pupils not to worry and not to make assumptions about possible 

outcomes. These are undeniably troubling times though but it would be advisable to be 

very careful about conversations we have around our children on this matter (and 

exposure to news stories etc.) as children will often pick up on these and it may be a 

cause of much worry and anxiety over a situation beyond our control. I dearly hope there 

is some breakthrough soon and that the situation improves.  

  

Take care,  

  

Mr Sturgess   

 


